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About This Content

Jezioro Bestii or ‘Lake of the Beast’ is an 18-acre lake in the mountains of Poland. This scenic forest lake is a specialist predator
venue and has become famous for its monstrous residents including pike to over 50lbs, zander to over 20lbs and catfish to 85lbs.
Strong equipment and patience is needed if you hook one of these monsters, but the catch of a lifetime is a real possibility – just

mind those teeth when holding the fish!

That’s not all that this venue has to offer: there are also a number of coarse fish to go for including carp to over 40lbs, bream,
tench, roach, rudd and perch. With 13 different species to catch and 25 trophy fish to track down and successfully land, all your

skill and versatility will be needed to become a master of this venue!
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A cute short sequel to a cute short game. Doesn't feel quite as endearing as the predecessor, maybe because it's mostly just more
of the same, just with harder bosses, but I still had a decent amount fun with it.. I love playing it when I'm listening to the radio.
Recommended.. I created a pair of post offices, staffed them, bought them vehicles and a few amenities, set routes and fixed
prices. All of that took roughly ten minutes. I spent the next 50 minutes doing other things in real life. I cooked some soup, put
together a decent sandwich (it even had some lemon zest in it), made a banana split, went to the bathroom, and got some things
from my car that I'd forgotten earlier in the day. The whole time, the game was at 3x speed. I occasionally hit "ok" on the dialog
that told me the day was over, but most of my time was afk.

I came back to the game and found that after a week, nothing interesting had happened. My operation flowed smoothly and
made me a good return. Given a month I could open another office, given a year and I could probably edge out my competition
with decent advertisements and expanded service.

Here's the thing - the game played itself. All i did was set it up. There's no management, the prices were already reasonable,
there were never any problems, and I didn't have to do anything. Other tycoon games give you a reason to keep playing - more
things to build, more people to attract, more stuff to see. This one doesn't - it's over as soon as you've finished setting it up. It's
barren and simple. It's so simple that I can't recommend it, because you won't get anything out of it, unless you're looking for a
screensaver that doesn't move, but takes ten minutes to set up.

Glancing over the developer's history, it seems clear that this is common. Produce a bargain bin game that's very simplistic,
release a new one every couple months. And hey, they apparently make enough money to stay afloat, so cheers to that. Given
how many games I play that were made by people who tried 10x as hard and came out roughly equal to this one, I can't really
decry someone who is literally in business making this sort of thing.. Wonderful game. Great story.. This game is so good. I
don't get scared easily and I was shaking while playing this game. I love it. I'm doing a video series on this game if you want to
see it. | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tovXN2ejN_I |. Pretty cool to have a multiplayer escape room.
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A rather cheap motion-sickness simulator. If you need to spew on a budget, fire up this baby.. Game doesn't work anymore. Just
goes to a white screen.. Good Game, old but still good. A good DLC that provides some great challenge campaigns.. Fun little
horror game. A bit short but otherwise fun.. This is a slider-puzzle game. There are ten stages at each level: easy (3 * 3), normal
(4 * 4), and hard (5 * 5). As for the pictures, they are of anime-style girls. No real skin is shown... at least without the DLC.
Thing is, the picture is the same for all three levels. The DLC levels are topless on easy, bottomless on normal, and without
(most) clothing on hard.

Only because the price is so cheap is it... close to worth it.
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